
The Lanthanoids and Actinoids    
The 7th Harmonic 

 

These two sets of elements exist in the outer two circles of the periodic table. The Lanthanoids are elements 57 –

70 and are placed between Barium and Lutetium. (This can vary depending on which periodic table used as 

reference). 
 

The Actinoids are in the outer circle and are elements 89 - 102 and placed between Radium and Lawrencium. 
 

The Lanthanoids are called the Rare Earths, with only two of their number being radio active, while the Actinoids 

are nearly all radioactive, with the majority only existing as debris of nuclear reactors or bombs.  
 

Within each group, the elements are considered to be very similar, in  quality, however there are some 

differences to be seen in their melting points and significantly in their uses. They have an interesting character of 

their radii size diminishing as the atomic weight increases, while their valence order presents an picture of two 
halves. 
 

So what other references can be found for these elements. 
 

The Sixth Ring 
These elements are found on the sixth and seventh layers of the Periodic Table. On 

the gyroscopic diagram, there are six primary layers and each can be divided into 
two parts however, it is the sixth layer, the 12 fold zodiac related layer, that has its 

two layers more definitely defined. When looking at each of the layers as part of a 

vortex form, the 12 fold layer is at the top, and forms the most outer part of the 

vortex. For the same amount of vertical distance in the vortex, as the other layers, 

there is a stretching and bending activity taking place, as the vortex reaches the top 

and begins to curve around to make a sphere. This allows for the two inner layers to 

become manifest. This is mirrored in the planetary rulerships of the zodiac. Each 
planet—of the primary six planets - rules two signs. 

 

This sixth ring is the ring of spiritual activity, and thus contains most of the radioactive elements and the Rare 

Earths. One of their qualities is they have a characteristic of having a ‘loose’ outer ring of electrons, that freely 

gives and takes electrons, as the environment require. They act as the ‘chaotic adjusters’ as needed, allowing 

spirit to work miracles.  
 

To Lemniscate or Not 
To find some indications of the activity 

of these elements we can ‘play the 

same games’ we have done with the 

other elements. Firstly, though there is 
the question of whether these 

elements should be put through a 

lemniscate loop, before enfolding them 

back over the gyroscope. This was 

done for the Transition Elements, 

because they are elements intimately 

woven into life processes, which is 
often accompanied by a lemniscate 

process, and the sequence of hardness 

and melting points — Ca, Zn > Sc, 

Ga — fits if a lemniscate twist is made. 

With the Lats and Acts, they are NOT 

elements intimately associated with life 

processes. If anything they are 
dangerous to life processes. They also 

do not show any reversing of melting 
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points and hardness as seen in the Transition elements. So I have concluded my initial decision to lemniscate 

these elements was wrong, and I have adjusted my diagrams accordingly. 
 

Where to begin the Group 
There is some debate as to where the beginning and end of the series is. Which elements sit in the 3B column of 

the transition elements under Sc and Y? Is it La and Ac or Lu and Lr?  From my various readings I have gone with 

La and Ac being the ‘Transition Elements’. This leaves 14 groups of elements starting with Ce and Th and ending 

with Lu and Lr.  

The Planets 

With 14 groups of elements we can find a relationship to the 
planets. The planetary pattern we have used throughout these 

endeavors has three outer planets polarised against three 

inner planets with the Sun holding the central position. 14 = 2 

x 7, which suggests we can apply this 7 fold pattern to these 

elements, as a possible reference.  With these planetary 

associations it is also possible to identify the elements 

relationship to the zodiac.  In this process, we can identify one 
side of the circle as being phase 1 ‘Being’ elements, while the 

last half of the elements would be phase 2 ‘Manifestation’ 

elements. Further associations arise when these elements are 

placed over the energetic activities. 
 

The practical uses of these elements further defines their 
qualities. The Etheric elements are used as catalysts often in 

glass making, the Spirit elements are used as neutron 

accumulators in nuclear reactions, the Astral elements are 

used in lasers, while the Physical elements are used in optics 

or not at all. 
 

Homeopathy (Scholten)  have done provings of some of these elements, which indicate these elements are used 
for ‘spiritual illnesses’ , feelings of life or death, power issues, both too much and too little, and feelings of 

disintegration. With this being the Cosmic Spirit ring it also suggests ‘spiritual maturity’, intuitive capacities and 

feelings of oneness with creation. My own provings of the Lat. elements suggest they all have a very centering 

quality, with varying degrees of clarity and willingness to take action, according to their energetic group.  
 

The problems of these elements radioactivity can be overcome by collecting them from a circle, using the method 

outlined on page 154. You then have the energetic reasonance without the problems of their physical mass. 
These can be further potentised as you wish. 
 

The available references for this group becomes 
 

A) The Spiritual Ring 

B) Which 7 fold planet does it resonate with? 

C) Which gyroscopic energetic body arm is it in? 
D) What are the other major and transition elements it is near? 
 

Many thanks to Martin Grafton for sharing his valence and Scholten research on these elements. 
 

Walking the Path of Creation 
On page 122 is the diagram of how the planets and constellations relate to the Periodic Table. The planets order 

shown there and on pg 121, are an archetypal pattern. The astrological planetary rulerships for the zodiac sit like 

this, and are described by Dr Lievegoed within the context of the incarnation and excarnation processes of 

creation. The cycle begins with the Star / Spirit impulse ending into the planetary realm from the Cosmic / 

Galactic sphere, and being taken up by Saturn 1 as a ‘divine task’. This the seed thought that needs to be held 

firmly to throughout the whole of the process of incarnation and manifestation, so it can be passed onto the 

progeny, be it a seed, your child or the inheritor of a social impulse. This seed has to go through many phases 



before the final end of one life cycle.  Lievegoed’s 

diagram shows this process.  (12, next page) 

Once this patterning can be found , within a circle, 

and the periodic table,  we can walk through the 

‘Process of Creation’.  A meditative walk can be 

undertaken were you move around the circle starting 
at the Saturn 1 point.  Have an intention you would 

like to process, if you wish, or  just see what the 

process brings to you, as you move through it.  
 

In the same vein, you can do a series of homeopathic 

drop provings, that run you through the planetary 
sequence.  Eg. Using the Transition Elements, you 

could start with taking a few drops of Iron / Fe . 

twice in one day. The next day take Cobalt / Co, 

twice, the next Nickel / Ni and so on through the 

series. 
 

Observe how these drops effect you, and make notes 
of  your experience and how your seed thought 

develops.  
 

This process can be done with all the other layers 
and series as well. 
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